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"IN A YEAR WITH SO
MANY CHALLENGES IT
CAN BE EASY TO
FORGET OUR
SUCCESSES. NOW
MORE THAN EVER, WE
NEED THE SPARKIES!"
Geraint Evans, Editor
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WELCOME
INTRO

2020, the less said the better right?
It’s undoubtedly been a year that
none of us are likely to forget (as
much as we may want to) with a
huge number of people and
businesses having a terrible time.
However, throughout those
challenges, we at TechSPARK have
seen some the community coming
together and people supporting one
another more than ever before.
Community and celebrating the
amazing work people are doing is
what the SPARKies is all about. This
is our eighth year showcasing the
incredible innovation and
entrepreneurship that can be seen
locally. Once again we’ve had an
incredible response from you,
nominating hundreds of different
companies, organisations and
people that represent the best the
South West has to offer.

Those nominated truly show some
of the breathtaking range of
solutions built by our tech
community including opening
finance for all; supporting people
with dementia; training medics with
VR; planting trees to mitigate our
carbon footprint and using
computer vision to build offshore
renewable energy. With work like
this at the heart of our community,
we are making a real difference.
The SPARKies are brought to you
by SPARK South West, a not-forprofit organisation whose mission is
to strengthen the South West tech
community. We do this by sharing
knowledge, helping businesses with
growth programmes and matching
local talent needs. SPARK aims to
provide all the information and
resources that tech companies need
to grow and prosper in our region.

We are confident that this years
SPARKies will continue to add
weight to the region’s international
reputation by highlighting and
celebrating some of the astonishing
companies and people working
here.
This year more than ever, we want
to thank our sponsors for allow this
all this to be possible, without their
support organisations like ours
wouldn't survive.
We'd also like to thank our
judges for making some difficult
decisions and to congratulate all
those shortlisted and especially
the winners!
Have a super afternoon and good
luck!
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BY BEN SHORROCK

THE NEW ADDITION
At TechSPARK and the SPARKies we strive to
recognise the most accomplished, most successful,
most deserving, most special companies and
individuals for their contribution to the region’s
tech scene. In the 8 years that we have been doing
this, we regularly ask people what exactly makes
our thriving tech scene so special.
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The most common answers? Community,
collaboration, support. That’s why we’ve decided
to create an award to recognise those who
embody those values, especially now, when
coming together as a group is so important.
So what is it?
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written by Geraint Evans / Editor

The West of England’s tech cluster
is doing amazing things, and its
collaborative and community-led
approach is driving innovation that
is having a global impact.
Supporting this award is a way to
recognise how important this
collaboration is for business
growth, and to support the
organisations that are helping to
build a stronger and more
inclusive tech community in the
West of England.

Tim Bowles, Mayor, West of England
Combined Authority

Here’s a few examples of what we mean:

Tim Bowles, Mayor of the West of England, says
"The West of England’s tech cluster is doing
amazing things, and its collaborative and
community-led approach is driving innovation
that is having a global impact. Supporting this
award is

the SPARKies 2020

The SPARKies 2020 Community Award is proudly
supported by The West of England Combined
Authority and Inward Investment Bristol & Bath.
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Providing mentoring, business development
or support
Making connections between organisations
Introducing businesses and investors
Driving efforts towards diversity and inclusion
Strengthening the cluster as a whole through
training, workshops, investment.

a way to recognise how important this
collaboration is for business growth, and to
support the organisations that are helping to build
a stronger and more inclusive tech community in
the West of England."

MEET
YOUR
HOST

JARRED CHRISTMAS
From the SPARKies 2013, to BBC's
Mock The Week and back again

To host the event, we've looked to some primo
talent for the hosting duties. Star of TV and
stage, Jarred Christmas will be making his
triumphant return to the SPARKies.

Full of passion and charisma, Jarred takes the
audience on a hilarious thrill ride of laughs and
gasps with an edge of anger that manifests itself
in his incredible rants against the small things in
our lives.
Jarred hosted the very first SPARKies and he's
coming back to help us celebrate how far we've
come since then.
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His award-winning standup shows (for both
adults and kids) have been delighting audience
around the country for years, while his
television appearances on shows like Mock The
Week (BBC2), Never Mind the Buzzcocks (BBC2)
8 out of 10 Cats, (Channel 4), and Argumental
(Dave) prove his comedic chops.
Jarred joins us all at the end of a hard year for
industry, and his all-singing, all-funny routines
are the perfect vibe to help us bring a little joy
and celebration into our lives before we look to
2021.
If you would like to learn more about Jarred,
visit www.jarredchristmas.com.
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Jarred Christmas has a unique style that deftly
mixes gags with storytelling. He has a dynamic
onstage persona and the ability to improvise and
roll with anything that's thrown his way, making
his comedy sizzle with originality.

While his surname is a particular boon for our
first ever December SPARKies, that's not the
only reason he's here.
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totally killing it
#theSPARKies2020
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the SPARKies
SHORTLIST 2020

THE BEST IN THE

17 categories representing the brilliance of the tech scene in the West
of England. This year, as ever celebrating the entire local tech
spectrum - including those wonderful people and companies that work
tirelessly to support and grow the cluster.

the SPARKies 2020
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WEST

DATA DATA
DATA AWARD

THE GOOD
AWARD

sponsored by

sponsored by

This is for the projects that are
pushing the limits of what we
can do with data. This can
include both commercial or
public good projects.

For the best use of technology
for doing good – this covers
green tech, sustainable tech
and hardware for assisted
living.

01

02

03

04

www.cognisess.com

www.data-cubed.co.uk.com

www.moneyhub.com

www.rovco.com

01

02

03

04

www.elvie.com

www.linkedin.com/ferryx

www.moneyhub.com

www.virti.com

THE HARD
AWARD
sponsored by

BEST STARTUP
AWARD
sponsored by

This award looks for a piece of
new hardware or new
application of existing
hardware that solves problems
in new ways. This can include
standalone hardware,
components or devices.

This award recognises the
achievements of any tech or
digital business started up
within the last 3 years that has
achieved significant success
and that the judges believe will
be ‘one to watch’ in the future.

01

02

03

04

www.graphcore.ai

www.onebigcircle.co.uk

www.openbionics.com

www.rovco.com

01

02

03

04

www.dataduopoly.com

www.ecologi.com

www.moneyhub.com

www.onesub.io

BEST SCALE UP
AWARD
sponsored by

MOST
EXEMPLARY USE
OF VR & AR
sponsored by

This award is for companies
with over 10 people or a
turnover of over £1million who
are showing great growth.

This award recognises the best
way VR, AR, 360 video or
merged media has been utilised
within a product or application.
It could have the highest
impact, or be the most
spellbinding product.

01

02

03

04

www.amdaris.com

www.lettusgrow.com

www.loqbox.com

www.seccl.tech

01

02

03

www.candidegardening.com

www.calvium.com

www.virti.com

BEST MENTOR
AWARD
sponsored by

FUTURE SPARK
AWARD
sponsored by

This award recognises the
individual, or organisation,
that has truly gone over and
above to advise and support a
tech company or individual to
achieve success in the South
West digital and tech sector.

For the individual, that has
already demonstrated true
commitment and initiative
within the tech and digital
community and whom the
judges believe will go far.

01

02

03

04

John Courtney

Marina Traversari

Mark Corderoy

Matt Browning

01

02

03

Alice McNeil

Konstantina Psoma &
Roman Bromidge

Ronak Shah

FOUNDER OF
THE YEAR
sponsored by

BEST DIGITAL
DESIGN AWARD
sponsored by

This is an award for those in
our community who have
consistently demonstrated a
significant entrepreneurial
spirit and has shown
commitment, enthusiasm,
success and achievement.

This award recognises the best
web and software designs and
experiences created by
individuals or companies. This
could include anything from a
brilliant e-commerce website,
or a clever piece of software
design. The key is being able to
describe what makes it great to
the judges!

01

02

03

04

04

Abby Scarborough and
Ash Phillips of Yena

Andy Rogers & Vlad Nanu
of Amdaris

Alex Young of Virti

Brian Allen of Rovco

Emily Hill of Ghyston

01

02

03

04

www.bookinglive.com

www.haio.design

www.rocketmakers.com

www.stormconsultancy.com

THE MOST
INNOVATIVE
USE OF TECH
sponsored by

THE BEST PLACE
TO WORK
AWARD
sponsored by

This is for the projects that are
pushing the limits of what we
can do with data. This can
include both commercial or
public good projects

The company that the judges
believe has gone the extra
mile, above and beyond, for
someone who works for them,
or for all those that work for
them.

01

www.dataduopoly.com

02

www.moneyhub.com

03

01

02

www.calvium.com

www.ghyston.com

www.rocketmakers.com

03

04

www.rovco.com

04

www.rocketmakers.com

05

www.virti.com

05

www.seccl.tech

www.nmi.com

BEST CYBER
COMPANY
sponsored by

For the company, organisation
or project who are delivering
the most exciting work
securing our data.

01

02

www.immersivelabs.com

THE TOTALLY
KILLING IT
AWARD
sponsored by

This award recognises the
company that the judges
believe really made the most of
the last 12 months, increasing
turnover, expanding, making an
impact and capitalising on their
successes, both in the region
and where relevant, further
afield.

01

www.amdaris.com

www.kets-quantum.com

02

www.rocketmakers.com

03

www.rovco.com

04

05

www.stormconsultancy.com

www.truespeed.com

LIFETIME
ACHIEVEMENT
sponsored by

COMMUNITY
AWARD
sponsored by

This award celebrates the
person who has had a clear
impact and demonstrable longterm contribution to
strengthening the tech cluster
in the South West.

The new community award
recognises those who embody
collaborative values, especially
now, when coming together as a
group is so important.

01

02

03

04

05

www.io-academy.uk

www.loopbristol.co.uk

www.bristol.ac.uk/red/
nec/

www.stormconsultancy.com

https://newicon.net/uw
e-adopts-newiconsinnovation-kit

THE PEOPLES CHOICE AWARD
People power, we’ve got plenty of it in the mighty

So, I hear you ask, who are these fine nominees you

South West and we want to harness this to find out

speak of? You can see information about the

who YOU think is the best tech company in the

companies and what they were nominated for

region with the SPARKies People’s Choice award!

below.

4 fabulous companies were shortlisted for the

Once you’ve decided who gets your vote, simply

People’s Choice award and now’s your chance to

head across to the live dedicated poll for the

vote for who you think should take the final award

People’s Choice Award, sponsored by Bishop

this evening.

Fleming.

There’s no super tech know-how needed here, all

The top voted-for company from the live poll will

you need to do is decide which of the nominated

be announced winner of the People’s Choice Award

companies you think is the best and vote for them

2020, and bought live on stage via some tech

via the live poll on Intelligo (out virtual event

wizardry from our production team.

platform).
So, lets learn some more about this years
There’s only one vote allowed per person though

shortlisted super stars...

and you can’t vote with a mobile phone. The poll
will close at midnight on 22 January, so make your
decision count!

SPONSORED BY

CAST YOUR VOTE
01
We are a leading edge ultrafast, full fibre broadband business based in the South
West. We are building a brand new network that removes frustration such as
buffering, drops and slow speeds at peak times. We give the South West a truly
future-proofed broadband solution that is unparalleled in its capability.

02
Bunk is specifically designed for those of you who’s primary income is from
property rentals to give you superpowers when managing your portfolio. We
also offer a Fully Managed service nationwide and the ability to customise
your own solution.

03
We write and deliver exceptional, business-changing, future-proof software.
Working across multiple sectors, we focus on delivering quality bespoke
software to our clients using the latest and greatest technologies.

04
The initial spark for Maths with Parents came when Tom Harbour was teaching
in a school in Leicester. Tom saw what an important role parents have in
supporting their child’s learning. From the start, Learning with Parents has
aimed to support all children, with a particular focus on motivating and
empowering.

SPONSORED BY
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THANK YOU

